


1) these days I still have a foggy brain, poor short term memory and concentration and 
suffer from fatigue although it's not as bad as it once was. I was diagnosed with CFS/M.E. 
about 15 years ago, I had to give up work and was housebound with unrelenting pain in 
my back and legs, sensitivity to light, noise and smells which I am still sensitive to. My 
head didn’t work at all back then, I thought I was getting Alzheimer’s, I was very ill indeed 
and could do very little. Things have slowly improved over the years. 
In the last couple of years I found out that I have S.I.B.O (small intestine bacterial 
overgrowth) and an overgrowth of yeast. Treatment for these has not improved my health. 
Also it seems I could have a problem with oxalates (I had to stop taking vit c) although this 
has not been officially diagnosed but my Dr agrees it is very probable.  
I often get itchy skin at the top of my arms and sometimes my back. Occasionally I have a 
flare up of red rings on my thigh which my Dr thinks is granuloma annulare. 
Blood tests show quite a lot of deficiencies in vitamins and minerals. 
I have osteopenia. 
I had an operation for Chronic Sinusitis in my early 20's and incidentally A nurse 
accidentally broke a mercury thermometer at the end of my bed. 

2) I had a few fillings when I was a child but looking back now I’m not convinced I needed 
them. I had 2 wisdom teeth removed in my 20's, they came out without any problems and 
one recently. I had 4 extractions of healthy teeth when I was about 17 which they didn’t 
inform me about before my brace was fitted. It was only a couple of loops over my canine 
teeth with a rubber band across not a fixed one. No root canals. 

3) I had my 6 amalgams and one crown replaced by a mercury safe dentist in March 2018. 
No problems afterwards except my crown failed so I had to have the tooth out and I have 
recently had a bridge fitted. 

4) my mum can’t remember if she had any dental work before or during her pregnancy but 
thinks possibly not. 

5) I have never had any flu or travel shots but I did have a Hep B vaccination advised by 
work, I was already struggling with my health but it just went completely downhill after this. 

6) just recently I have been taking Q10, magnesium, vitamin D, K2 and probiotics. 

7) I am 53.  Height 5 foot 10 inches and weigh 9 stone 6 lbs. 

9) I lived mainly in Elton near Chester (next to the Shell refinery) and Ellesmere Port (also 
quite industrial), Cheshire, England. 
For the last 8 years I have lived by the sea in Lanzarote 


